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Abstract

1. Background

Project ATMOSPHERE atmospheric educational resource agents
(AERAs) representing the mid-Atlantic states pooled resources to
conduct a regional workshop for teachers. This conference used
hazardous weather as its central theme. Over 150 people attended
this one-day event held in Richmond, Virginia, which included three
concurrent sessions of eight presentations each. The workshop
included presentations by meteorologists and educators from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Virginia Power,
and television stations, as well as the AERAs themselves. The
presentations were designed to develop basic understandings about
hazardous weather and to provide guidance for establishing hazardous weather emergency action plans for schools. The orientation of
the program was hands-on, including a number of activities for
teachers to implement in the classroom. This workshop demonstrates how educators and scientists can form partnerships to improve science education.

One of the key components of Project ATMOSPHERE is a national network of teachers called
atmospheric education resource agents (AERAs).
The AERA program was created as a mechanism to
develop a nationwide cadre of master science teachers with a strong background in the atmospheric
sciences and with the necessary leadership skills to
become agents of change within their respective
educational systems. Since 1991, the AMS has conducted special training programs to enhance the professional development of those teachers selected for
the AERA program (Smith and Geer 1991; Smith et al.
1991; Smith et al. 1993; Smith et al. 1994). This cadre
of teachers, representing the front line of the Society's
precollege educational program, conducts workshops
on weather-related topics for their colleagues at inservice sessions within their respective school divisions and as part of professional training held at state,
regional, and national science education conferences.
It is estimated that in the first two years of the AERA
program, the nearly 60 AERAs conducted approximately 600 such workshops, averaging two hours in
length, for approximately 20 000 other teachers across
the country (Geer 1994).
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2. The workshop
On March 5, a group of AERAs representing the
mid-Atlantic states (Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, and
New Jersey) took a bold step in their roles as agents
of change for the AMS. They organized and conducted a workshop for teachers in the mid-Atlantic
area entitled "Hazardous Weather Conference for
Educators." This workshop was coordinated by Virginia AERA Jo Ann Mulvany with assistance from
Walter Sanford, Juanita Matkins, and Loisteen Harrell
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FIG. 1. Jo Ann Mulvany, Virginia AERA (right), who hosted the
Hazardous Weather Conference, meets briefly with Elbert "Joe"
Friday (left) and Ronald Gird (centerforeground) of NWS prior to the
opening plenary session. (Photo by Brenda Baker.)

(Virginia AERAs); Michael Rosenthal and Richard
Lees (New Jersey AERAs); Jayne Koester and William Krayer (Maryland AERAs); and Bonnie Smith
(Delaware AERA). Sponsors for the workshop were
Henrico County (Virginia) Public Schools, Department
of Commerce/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/National Weather Service (NWS),
Mathematics & Science Center, and Virginia Power,
as well as AMS Project ATMOSPHERE. Cooperative
support in terms of financial contributions, items for
door prizes, refreshments, materials, publicity, and
human time and energy for the workshop came from
a number of sources representing professional societies, government agencies, and the private sector,
making this event a unique partnership for science
education.
Jo Ann Mulvany hosted the workshop at Mills E.
Godwin High School in Henrico County, just north of
Richmond. Over 150 people attended the event, which
included elementary (22), middle (19), and high school
(68) teachers, representing 59 different schools from
32 school districts. In addition, the audience included
school administrators, consultants, meteorologists,
broadcasters, weather enthusiasts, etc. The following
is a description of the activities at this conference.
a. Opening plenary session
Jo Ann Mulvany (Fig. 1) extended greetings to
participants and provided a brief explanation as to the
evolution of the Hazardous Weather Conference plans.
Ann P. Freeman, Director of Public Information for
Henrico (Virginia) Public Schools, gave an official
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welcome on behalf of the school division. Mulvany
then introduced the keynote speaker, Barbara
McNaught, warning coordination meteorologist, NOAA/
NWS Washington Forecast Office, Sterling, Virginia.
Her presentation, entitled "Coalitions: A Key to Improving Hazardous Weather Awareness," set the tone
for the day. She first described the modernization
effort of the NWS, including a brief overview of the new
technologies being introduced to improve the capability of NWS to provide weather support for the general
public. McNaught also discussed how NWS offices
are being restructured to promote networking with the
scientific research community and to better interact
with their clientele (aviation, marine, and agricultural
industries as well as schools and the general public).
She cited statistics on how the new instrumentation
and communications systems have increased warning accuracy and reduced false alarms of hazardous
weather events. To drive her message closer to home,
she then showed slides of recent weather hazards
affecting the state of Virginia and noted their impact on
lives, property, and day-to-day activities. Finally, she
described warning mechanisms to increase public
awareness of impending hazardous weather and the
important role that teachers can play in reducing the
risks associated with severe meteorological events.
McNaught closed the talk with a reminder of Severe
Weather Awareness Week (20-26 March 1994). Virginia Power provided each of the participants with
McNaught's publications: A Guide To Developing a
Severe Weather Emergency Plan for Schools and
Virginia Storms: Severe Weather Stories and Statistics.1 These documents promote severe weather
awareness and provide safety tips for coping with the
hazards.
Following the keynote address, the audience dispersed to attend the first of three concurrent sessions,
each containing eight presentations on a variety of
topics.
b. Concurrent sessions I
Michael Rosenthal (Project ATMOSPHERE AERA,
Randolph High School,Randolph, New Jersey) conducted a session involving a weather radar hands-on
activity that can be used in the classroom at little or no
cost. Participants viewed a filmstrip, Weather Radar,
which explained the basics of what radar is, how
weather radar works, and what can be learned from
weather radar. The teachers then used a RadarScope
to track three consecutive hourly observations of a
squall line and answered the activity questions in the

1

For information on obtaining copies of either publication, contact Jo
Ann Mulvany via e-mail (jmulvany@pen.k12.va.us).
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Project ATMOSPHERE Weather Radar teacher's
guide.
Todd Anderson (Virginia Power meteorologist, Richmond, Virginia) provided an overview of the meteorological operations department at Virginia Power, with
emphasis on the impact of severe weather. In particular, he focused on events during this past winter,
especially the snow and ice storms and how they
affected the activities of the utility company. He also
offered explanations as to why power companies are
sometimes forced to conduct brownouts or blackouts
when weather situations become most threatening.
Roderick A. Scofield (satellite research scientist,
NOAA, National Environmental Satellite Data and
Information Service, Camp Springs, Maryland) demonstrated the use of satellite imagery to analyze and
predict hazardous weather conditions. Scofield emphasized the key advantages of satellite data:
to portray all scales of weather in one image,
from global to mesoscale, and to study the
interaction of these scales. He used as examples video loops of infrared and water vapor 1
imagery from the Midwest floods of 1993 and I
the blizzard of March 1993. He also used
imagery from the recent ice storm of 2-3
March 1994. Of special interest were sequences involving moisture "plumes" extending from
the Tropics to midlatitudes, supplying moisture for
severe weather events.
Juanita J. Matkins (Project Atmosphere AERA,
Louisa Middle School, Louisa, Virginia) and Roy Britt
(AMS local chapter member, Richmond, Virginia)
opened this session with comments about how the
private citizen is important to the professional meteorological community. Britt related his experiences as a
storm chaser over the past two decades. He discussed changes in theories on the development of
thunderstorms and tornadoes. He also showed slides
that illustrated some of the phenomena observed that
have caused theories to change. For example, he
noted that observations of tornadoes are responsible
for the revision of the single vortex theory of tornadoes
to the acceptance of multiple vortices. Matkins followed this presentation with a short video of several
scenes of the Andover, Kansas, tornado (26 April
1991). An activity analyzing the characteristics of this
tornado was introduced from the Project ATMOSPHERE Hazardous Weather teacher's guide. Another activity from the 1992-93 Look Up! issue was
also used to show the average occurrence of tornadoes in the United States. Teachers received a copy
of a preparedness guide on tornadoes entitled Nature's
Most Violent Storms, which includes safety information for schools. Personal anecdotes on severe local
storms were presented spontaneously by Dr. Elbert
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"Joe" Friday, assistant administrator for Weather Services, and William Alexander (NOAA/NWS), who had
come from Washington, D.C., to attend the conference.
Bonnie Smith (Project ATMOSPHERE AERA,
Wilmington Christian School, Wilmington, Delaware)
coached participants on the use of the Hurricane
teacher's guide. Hurricanes are serious threats in
eastern coastal regions. Students and their families
need to be prepared for these serious storms. A
hurricane tracking activity was presented. In addition,
Smith showed a video segment from Project
ATMOSPHERE'S Weather Hazards and led a discussion on the destructive power of storm surge.
Janet Clements (Virginia Department of Emergency Services, Richmond, Virginia) delivered her
presentation on tools for teaching disaster prepared-

Scofield emphasized the key advantages of
satellite data: to portray all scales of weather in
0 n e image, from global to mesoscale, and to
one
stud the interaction of these scales.
study

ness in the classroom. Clements began her session
with an explanation of the role of the Virginia Department of Emergency Services. Participants were motivated to think about disaster preparedness by responding to an oral quiz on their own personal emergency preparation strategy. A video entitled "Adventures of Disaster Dudes" was shown, and an accompanying teacher's guide was distributed and explained.
This session concluded with a brief overview of other
educational materials available from the Virginia Department of Emergency Services.
Richard Lees (Project Atmosphere AERA, Lyndhurst
High School, Lyndhurst, New Jersey) demonstrated a
Project ATMOSPHERE teacher's guide entitled
Clouds. This module includes discussions of cloud
development, cloud motions, thermodynamics of
clouds, and the formation of precipitation. Participants
were shown how to create a cloud in a bottle, and
became familiar with cloud types and the movement of
weather fronts.
MSGT David J. Kinsey (200th Weather Flight,
Virginia Air National Guard, Richmond, Virginia)
manned a static display of a military mobile weather
facility. This included weather information reception
and processing equipment adapted for a military field
environment as well as portable meteorological instruments (Fig. 2). Information also was available on the
military weather career field.
During each of the concurrent session time blocks,
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FIG. 2. Mills E. Godwin High School student Matthew Rose
checks current weather observations from a portable weather
station brought to the workshop by MSGT David J. Kinsey (200th
Weather Flight, Virginia Air National Guard, Richmond, VA). (Photo
by David R. Smith.)

teachers could preview hazardous weather videos
provided by The Weather Channel. Supplemental
materials and ordering information were also available
to enable teachers to secure these classroom resource materials.
c. Concurrent sessions II
Barbara McNaught gave a second session, "Doppler Radar—An Operational Overview." This slide
presentation explained how the Doppler radar is used
as an operational tool for meteorologists in the modernized NWS environment. She described both the
characteristics of the WSR-88D radar and its capabilities for detecting, tracking, and predicting storms.
McNaught also presented case studies of several
different weather situations that demonstrated the
value of this new system.
Todd Anderson gave a second session, "Southeast
Regional Climate Center: A Source of Climatological
Information." Anderson described this climatological
resource center, located in Columbia, South Carolina,
established in 1989 to coordinate climate-related activities in the southeastern United States and the
Caribbean. It provides climatic data information and
services through several institutions in the Southeast.
He also described resources available to schools
including data, videos, and other materials.
Walter Sanford (Project ATMOSPHERE AERA,
West Springfield High School, Springfield, Virginia)
presented another of the Project ATMOSPHERE
teacher's guides—Water Vapor and the Water Cycle.
This session used data specific to the "Blizzard of the
Century" (12-14 March 1993) to examine the
atmosphere's ability to transport moisture. Project
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ATMOSPHERE hands-on activities and satellite transparencies were distributed so teachers could take this
module back to their classroom.
Lamar Brandt (Mathematics & Science Center,
Richmond, Virginia) presented a case study of the
Wichita Falls, Texas, tornado of April 1979, a tornado
of gargantuan proportion and damage. He discussed
techniques on how to predict that a thunderstorm may
produce a tornado, and what to do in the event a
tornado occurs. Other storm-related dangers, such as
lightning and flooding, were also discussed. Session
attendees did an activity used in the Richmond area by
the teachers at the Mathematics & Science Center in
which the characteristic sequence of events in a
thunderstorm is analyzed for potential generation of a
tornado.
Alan Winfield, a broadcast meteorologist with
WTVR-6 in Richmond, Virginia, explained various
weather situations (snowstorms, floods, heat waves,
and severe local thunderstorms), both generic and
specific to Virginia (Fig. 3). He began with a discussion
of the concept of seasons, with an emphasis on the
differences between winter and summer. He addressed
the relationship of energy in the atmosphere to weather
while interspersing recent happenings in Virginia. He
augmented his presentation with graphics that clearly
displayed complex weather patterns.
Loisteen Harrell (Project Atmosphere AERA, Lake
Braddock Secondary School, Fairfax County Public
Schools, Virginia) discussed several possibilities for
weather studies in the elementary classroom. Participants were given the opportunity to build simple
weather instruments using inexpensive and readily
available materials. This activity used balloons and
skewers to illustrate the earth and its tilt, clear straws
and foam board to make a simple anemometer, and
a pencil, a map pin, and a ribbon to produce a wind
vane. Participants were also given materials to con-

FIG. 3. Alan Winfield, WTVR-6 in Richmond, VA, describes
recent ice storms that created serious problems over much of the
state of Virginia and other mid-Atlantic states. (Photo by David R.
Smith.)
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struct a simple barometer to measure atmospheric
pressure.
Jayne Koester (Project Atmosphere AERA, Anne
Arundel County Board of Education, Annapolis, Maryland) began this session with a group discussion of
how people deal with and monitor severe winter
storms. This set the stage for the winter storms
segment of the Project ATMOSPHERE teacher's
guide, entitled Hazardous Weather. Participants
worked through an activity on snowfall amounts associated with the track of a major winter cyclone (25-27
January 1987). In addition, they compared this case
with data from the "Blizzard of the Century." William
Alexander (NWS headquarters), a member of the
audience, provided valuable commentary on several
of the view graphs depicting winter storms. This
session concluded with suggestions for preparing
students for the impact of winter storms.
William Krayer (Project ATMOSPHERE AERA,
Gaithersburg High School, Gaithersburg, Maryland)
summarized his involvement with student research
projects through a meteorological internship program
at his school. He traced the history of this research
program and described its focus. The program includes four areas of emphasis: lab resource management (learning hardware and software), cooperative
research, collaboration with other schools, and individual research. Suggestions were made on how a
participant can start a research program at his/her
school. Members of the group shared their own experiences and ideas, especially on how to incorporate
the Internet into sharing student research.
d. Moderated panel discussion
During the lunch break, Julia Cothron (director,
Mathematics & Science Center) facilitated a panel
discussion entitled "Partnerships for Hazardous
Weather Preparedness." Panelists included Elbert
"Joe" Friday; Ronald Gird (satellite and spaceflight
program leader, NOAA/NWS, Silver Spring, Maryland); Juanita J. "Jo" Matkins (Virginia AERA); and
Patricia Fishback (program specialist, Mathematics &
Science Center)—see Fig. 4.
Friday opened with a summary of the NWS modernization effort, focusing on the WSR-88D radar
installation. He also discussed other improvements in
the public warning system for hazardous weather
events. Last, he suggested ways that teachers can
assist NWS in its efforts to educate the general public
on the risks associated with weather and how to cope
with its effects.
Gird added to the previous comments, noting the
importance of effective communications in enhancing
public awareness about weather hazards. In particular, he noted the cooperation of the broadcast media
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FIG. 4. Panelists at a lunchtime session include (upper left to lower
right) Elbert "Joe" Friday (assistant administrator for weather services, NOAA/NWS, Silver Spring, MD); Juanita J. "Jo" Matkins
(Virginia AERA); Ronald Gird (satellite and spaceflight program
leader, NOAA/NWS, Silver Spring, MD); and Patricia Fishback
(program specialist, Mathematics & Science Center). (Photo by
Brenda Baker.)

and especially the emergence of The Weather Channel as an important mechanism for spreading the word
to the general public about possible weather dangers.
Finally, he emphasized the value of the NOAA Weather
Radio as an inexpensive tool for schools to be kept
apprised of potentially severe weather situations, and
he noted that the Federal Emergency Management
Administration (FEMA) has agreed to expand the
services of NOAA Weather Radio to include information regarding other natural hazards (e.g., earthquakes).
Matkins related how Project ATMOSPHERE and
her experience as an AERA have changed her teaching as well as her professional and personal life. As a
result of her involvement with the meteorological
community, she has incorporated aspects of weather
into her classroom, her studies in graduate school,
and her everyday life. One suggestion Matkins made
to the teachers in attendance was to find creative ways
to take advantage of weather data available from
NWS as a tool to help students with their learning
about new technologies and to stimulate interest in the
sciences in the classroom.
Fishback noted that funding has been provided by
Virginia Power to develop a "weather room" at the
Mathematics & Science Center. Currently, ideas for
displays and activities to include in this room are being
solicited. The goal of this project is to promote an
interest in weather forecasting for elementary and
middle school students through hands-on displays
that will link weather and everyday life and include
instrumentation and satellite imagery.
This panel discussion provided the participants
with a unique blend of viewpoints on how weather can
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FIG. 5. Walter Sanford answers questions about accessing weather
information from the Internet. (Photo by David R. Smith.)

be used to generate interest in science and technology
for the classroom and beyond.

form of various text products and graphic displays
developed by Purdue University for UNIDATA.
Rosenthal presented several examples of how these
data have been incorporated into his science classes.
George Hastings (Mathematics & Science Center,
Richmond, Virginia) led teachers through several experiments with weather activities that can be used
easily in the classroom with readily available, inexpensive materials. Hastings conducted demonstrations
on air pressure and the relationship of sun angle to
temperature. Participants were then challenged to use
cold water, hot water, and food coloring to show the
interactions of hot and cold currents. He concluded his
presentation by imploding a heated soda can and
asking participants to explain what was happening
both inside and outside the can.
Bonnie Smith (Delaware AERA) examined the hazardous weather situations associated with thunderstorms. Lightning and flash floods, for example, are
weather hazards accompanying thunderstorms that
cause concern for school officials and the general
public. Many school decisions about athletic events,
buses, and safety drills depend on thunderstorm

e. Concurrent sessions III
Kathryn Ginger and Donald E. McManus (AMS
Education Office, Washington, D.C.) previewed the
newest Project ATMOSPHERE
teacher's guide, entitled Doppler
Walter Sanford, Project ATMOSPHERE AERA, demonstrated
Radar. This module, developed in
how to use Virginia's Public Educational Network (VaPEN).
recognition of the installation of WSRThis computer networking system is available to all Virginia
88D Doppler radars at National
Weather Service offices across the
schools. It includes gateways to the Internet, which can be
country, creates a simple but scienaccessed for real-time weather data.
tifically accurate portrayal of the Doppler radar display. Participants were
given the opportunity to interpret the
simulated weatherscreen displayed. Input was sought watches and warnings. In this activity, participants
from the participants on adjustments to improve the dramatized the events that occur inside the thunderactivity before it is distributed this summer.
storm. They were introduced to lightning through a
Walter Sanford, Virginia AERA, demonstrated how Project ATMOSPHERE video called "Weather Hazto use Virginia's Public Educational Network (VaPEN). ards."
This computer networking system is available to all
William Krayer (Maryland AERA) discussed the
Virginia schools. It includes gateways to the Internet, use of severe weather events to teach basic concepts
which can be accessed for real-time weather data. in meteorology. He noted that severe weather events
Sanford summarized his ventures into the Internet can be used to capture student interest using a new
(Fig. 5), where he has found an array of on-line set of teaching modules called "Event Based Sciresources that can provide exciting real-time weather ence," which represents a new approach in curriculum
data for hazardous weather studies.
resource development. In this session Krayer used
Mike Rosenthal (New Jersey AERA) described his the module called "Hurricane!" The five- to six-week
experiences with the DataStreme project, a joint ven- module begins with the presentation of a real "event"
ture of AMS Project ATMOSPHERE, The Weather on videotape, in this case excellent footage of HurriChannel, and Weather Services International. This cane Andrew. After group discussion, teachers ensystem delivers real-time weather data to the class- gaged in a realistic "task" requiring knowledge of key
room via cable TV. The data include ground station aspects of weather. Participants in the workshop then
reports from throughoutthe United States and Canada, explored ways they could use such an approach in
upper-air data from balloon launches, radar summa- their earth science classes. The "Hurricane!" module
ries from NWS radars, and computer model forecasts. along with modules called "Oil Spill" (an oceanograTeachers have immediate access to the data in the phy module) and "Earthquake!" will be available this
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summer for distribution from Addison-Wesley Publishers.
Mary Camp (Virginia Department of Emergency
Services, Richmond, Virginia) emphasized the importance of preparing and implementing school emergency plans. Each school needs its own plan because
each school situation is unique. The plan should
encompass not only severe weather considerations,
but also precautions for situations that involve acts of
violence, fire or explosions, problems with structural
materials, hazardous materials, health hazards, and
community hazards. The goal is to be as prepared as
possible beforehand, so if an actual situation arises,
decisions made reflect the best choices possible. A
sample emergency plan for an elementary school was
distributed and discussed.
Greg Metcalf (earth science teacher, Tucker High
School, Henrico County Public Schools, Virginia) conducted a hands-on workshop on the use of the NOAA
Weather Radio for classroom-ready learning activities. NOAA Weather Radio provides a very inexpensive mechanism that allows students to obtain data for
graphical analysis and interpretation. Metcalf presented several activities using weather data that teachers can use in their science or math classes.
f. Closing plenary session
Walter Sanford and Jo Ann Mulvany gave closing
remarks to the participants. This included an expression of appreciation for all who made the conference
a success, the distribution of an evaluation survey,
and drawings for door prizes. As is customary at most
teacher-oriented workshops, a number of classroomappropriate items were distributed to the participants.
A total of 75 door prizes were contributed by a variety
of organizations, including NOAA/NWS, AMS Project
ATMOSPHERE, The Weather Channel, W. T. Chen &
Company, the Central Virginia chapter of the AMS,
The Weather School, Sky Guide, USA Today, ACCUWeather, How the Weather Works, Tornado Project,
Heldref Publications, and Virginia Power.

The conference closed with an enthusiastic endorsement by the participants for additional teacheroriented workshops on weather-related topics. Without a doubt, this one-day AERA-supported workshop
was a unique and highly successful demonstration
that supports the AMS education initiative to enhance
precollege science education.
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